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A near doubling of the size of the Terrapin Care Station facility along South AVIS-Harris Street continues to prosper as a near-doubling well-running Pennsylvania medical marijuana program continues. A recent story on Philly.com detailed an increase in medical marijuana sales, calling Pennsylvania one of the nation's
fastest growing cannabis markets. The state's medical marijuana program has more than 70 percent of marijuana dispensaries visits since February, ranging from some 70,000 to 120,000 current weekly visits a week. The story attributes the development to a worryingly ridden population undermining some of the
consequences of COVID-19 and restrictions governing state program participation. Since February, dispensaries across the state have jointly sold marijuana during the past two years, the report said. Patients spent nearly $385 million in the state's 89 dispensaries; These include dispensaries at both State College and
Williamsport. The surge comes as Terrapin Care Station ventures nearly double the size of its production facility in South Avis. As announced last month, Terrapin officials disclosed an additional $6 million infusion of capital to expand its medical marijuana-producing/processor facility. Lock Haven contractor M&R
Contracting, Inc. is expanding the 35,000-square-foot facility with a completion date scheduled for November. Terrapin currently employs about 75 and plans to add an estimated 30 new jobs in the areas of horticulture, harvesting and production beginning this fall. Philly.com story cited Terrapin Care Station CEO Chris
Woods who noted that the increase in anxiety among the population appears to be a factor in the increased demand for the product: The program is doing really well. It is not difficult to correlate with COVID-19. In unstable times, cannabis is a drug that seems to help people deal with anxiety. 230,000 state residents have
signed up for medical marijuana products so far and Woods said the state has done well in its implementation of the program: Pennsylvania has become the model for exactly what medical marijuana programs should do across the country. Obviously, there have been some problems. But the health department and
governor have worked hand in hand to increase supply to patients, and increasing patient access has accelerated things. Philly.com said the problems involved demanding more product than anticipated, which is called flower drought, when consumers can't find the smokeable farm they're seeking. Problems have also
been blamed on state software sales tracking programs. The state says chronic pain is the major cause for a medical marijuana card, anxiety is second and post-traumatic stress disorder is the third. Anseheniger AnjegensetenTransperesFacebook MIT diesen information transparent machen, worum es bei dieser Seite
geht. Hier erfährst du mehr zu den Personen, die sten vervalten und Beiträge darin posten. ALLE ANSEHEN BOULDER, Sept. 28, 2020 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Terrapin, a Boulder-based national cannabis company, today announced a corporate rebrand multi-state development facility.  The company moved to
Terrapin by its operating name of the Terrapin care station. The company can now be found online at Terrapin.co, while retail customers can still find store and store locations on TerrapinCareStation.com.  With expansion plans on the horizon for Missouri and New Jersey approaching 350 employees in three states
(Colorado, Pennsylvania, and Michigan,), Terrapin has grown to represent more than just physical dispensaries.  The company's products are found on shelves in shelves at dispensaries in Michigan and Pennsylvania under brands including Terrapin Whole Flower, Double Bear Concentrate, Woods Select Reserve, and
Resolute Treatments. What started as Terrapin Care Station retail locations is feeding into both a vertically integrated and wholesale business model.  Terrapin's six retail locations in Colorado, as well as any future dispensaries, will remain Terrapin's care station, but the company will be fully known as Terrapin. Terrapin
remains a family with a comprehensive set of quality products and services, said Chris Woods, founder, owner and chief executive of Terrapin. The name Terrapin has always united us. Now, whether you're a customer at our Colorado retail locations, or buying a product in a companion dispensary, Terrapin values and
customer promises remain ubiquitous across our brand in all operations. Rebrand aims to distinguish Terapin's retail locations from its product portfolio and growing operations. It's the next stage in the company's journey as a pioneer in the growing cannabis industry. What started in 2009 as a medical marijuana
dispensary at an office park in South Boulder has been developed into a multi-state organization that continues to provide quality, affordable medicine and recreational products for those seeking alternatives.  In addition to its six retail locations in Colorado, Terrapin maintains medical cannabis producer/processor
operations in Pennsylvania (Clinton County) and Michigan (Grand Rapids). The company plans to open a dispensary in Hoboken, N.J. and plans to open medical cannabis services in Missouri next year. Keeping our recognizable namesake 'Terrapin Care Station' for retail locations, simplifying the name of the broad
company allows Terrapin to expand its brand for its products in other states, said Tate Behning, VP of Marketing, Terrapin. This rebrand allows us to broaden our reach while still continuing Allow retail locations to focus on their mission of creating an accessible, price-driven retail experience. About Terrapin Terrapin is a
consumer-centric cultivator, processor and provider of high-quality medical and recreational cannabis products. Founded in 2009, we have six storefrontfronts on colorado's front range and a medical cannabis-operated/operated cannabis producer. For more information about the Terrapin brand, visit Terrapin.co. For
information about retail locations, visit TerrapinCareStation.com. We plant local roots! Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Melissa Christensen mapRagency mchristensen@mapr.agency 970-363-4652 Terrapin, sell as much cheap product as we do who care about qualitythe direct job is easy as a packager
direct team I work with was great and new lab management was incredibly improved, but most of the upper management still struggles with the organization and process in general. Not to mention an annual drive to Boulder in winter called Human Capital by owning Chris Woods, and said the company was raising the
minimum wage to 15 an hour, and how much money you make big bosses, then said we never got reviews after Ward to raises on personal work grounds and raise on his work in a full year of employment, even potentially transferred to the company they would rather not be given the opportunity to hire new ones. Felt
like I couldn't have opinions so I had been at work most of the time and was let go because of social media posts so they checked on you like you're a high schooler,, They like to try and focus something on the product in the store, but are always sold out and not ready to open the entire sale product so they have
something to sell, literally the only dispo that I can go into and they live perfectly alll are sold out of resin and rosin and have very little for no flowers. Is the old head a corporate dispo running random free lunches, and paying for half of decent benefitsNo raise after a whole year, and is this review useful for your First
Amendment violations? Community centered and opportunities for GrowthWhile when I was introduced to Terrapin because I was friends with an employee, I was quickly attracted to this company for their dedication and support for non-profit programs and initiatives, in particular, this company's support for the LGBT+
community. I found many opportunities for mobility above and sideways - particularly they are more opportunities to continue expanding at national level to explore other areas of the company. Benefit packages offered to full-time front-line workers were a huge plus and one of my concerns ended when I started looking
for entry-level status in the industry. Was this review helpful? Withrapin to grow with a true company On idoling the entirety of this workforce as a whole, always care for the needs of many and not just some. This is a place that will give you back as much as with scaling capacity for similar development. Terrapin is always
making progress to better itself as not just a company for people, but it's an equal opportunist for employees. It offers competitive advantage, a great 401k, paid leave, and just a lot of fantastic people working for them overall who really feel like all this each other family. This is a place where you can come to grow not only
as a worker, but also the cannabis industry as the individual brings people from all walks of life. Great benefits, competitive salaries, potential for growth, positive environments TheCannabis industry is very unstable and the rules change with no warning from successive assemblies, which can be a difficult compromise for
some people's working style. Is this an industry-wide issue though this review helpful? I was told M-F, 8-4pm. Man please they're always making excuses for why you can't go home at a reasonable time/time. Should be a team, but they're content sitting on their behinds and letting others do their part. Always make
mistakes and not take responsibility which in turn takes more time. Don't open up to new ideas so just keep them to yourself. Lazy smelly people work here. Was this review helpful? The business is successful due to the strength of the will in the head of the company. The intelligence needed to navigate and even
manipulate the politics involved in the industry were on display every day. The growth potential for terrapin CS is considerable. I learned enough from my experience to work there to branch into my own business. Was this review helpful? It is one of the most beneficial and enjoyable companies to work for. Full time gets
PTO, live dental vision and health insurance. Consider this workplace one that got away this review was useful? They don't care about their employees and they don't pay enough. Classic cannabis company: Makes tons of money and it all goes straight to the owner. Greed moves rampant here. Was this review helpful?
Not exactly what you would expect. Awesome management. Do not follow your company's policies. Within the year I worked here at least 30 employees were eliminated (at least 75 total employees). The benefits are expensive and you pay all expenses. No incentive to work hard because lazy you are becoming the more
successful you are. Was this review useful? There is not a lot of communication from HUMAN RESOURCES to production and managers of shops. Lack of leadership. A lot of nepotism in the company and up.no lack of respect for communication and work-life balance was not much in the way of moving forward this
review was helpful? Ok management is precisely the place to work with good people, good benefits. Management could be better. Nice clean Compensation in case of driving each day and hourly rate. Was this review helpful? Low staff, underpaid, underreitterepin care station was once a great place to work with huge
benefits, great salaries and a surprisingly comfortable and supportive employee culture. Once the company had started taking a dive they cut 98% of their experienced workforce and replaced them with college kids that don't deserve a day of experience in the industry. The waiting time for customers was so long that
there was no way to please them, serving some 200-300 grumpy people all day, with no other butder for hours. Management started cracking down on the simplest things so it's now a stress-free, happy-go-lucky dispensary. Every day you work can be your last for any reason at all, including not having your shirt on the
straight. Stay away from corporate dispensaries! No staff, no support, no management, no enough payment this review was helpful? Productive and enjoyable work environments TheRapin Care Station is a great place for an excellent opportunity to work in the cannabis industry. The company's family-like structure helps
drive employees to go above and beyond daily requirements. Are there a lot of opportunities helpful to pursue this review? You sell pot it's really badaside from a terrible team of managers, the two most being-just major party animals don't have a bad place to work. They break the system was a bit awkward, their choice
of breaking 30 or 45 minutes (they took away a pay 15 minutes to save the company money) you work in a weed shop it could actually be that bad. Discounts, good customers, free samples, decent salaries, good hourbreak room dusty garage, party team of management, safety of bad employees were this review
helpful? The owner of the Terrapin care station no longer cares about his business or employees. He's fired people he started company with in order to cut costs. He's turning it into a corporation he can later turn around and sell. As a result the benefits, raises and opportunities to move up are being stripped away. What
used to be a family-like atmosphere is now a cool institution of constant tension. Was this review helpful? Most employees are friendly, management is poor! Some positions weren't open to women. The owner of the company as well as much of the upper management are greedy and none of the employees are taken
care of or treated fairly. Was there no opportunity for advancement was this review helpful? There was an amazing experience overall for the working time it lasted, but I wouldn't plan on being there forever. I learned a lot about industry and compliance and enjoyed doing so a lot. Management can use some work (culture
is very male dominated) but in my experience it was never unfair to deal with. The hardest part of the job was explaining to people why the company suddenly without policy Pay attention to the things that were set the criteria and also the constantly unsuccessful technique due to neglect. The best part was to get to know
customers on a personal level and build relationships with them based on honesty and trust. Great profit, employee purchase, great customers fast fascist corporate culture, male-dominated management team, poor communication with significant policy changes helpful this review? Great dispensary chain, hard place for
workgreat dispensary chain with decent products and staff. The company quickly got older and didn't do on a proper scale. Management and career opportunities not on merit. Was this review helpful? Was a wonderful company to work with positive and productive establishments. From day one they welcomed me with
open arms, gave me the skills and tools to help me grow as a person and employee. They really cared about each and every employee that worked under their name, and set up all employees for success, never leaving them out of the loop. Long, sometimes stressful was this review useful? Creative Business Solutions,
sustainable development and commitment to the community, constantly engaged, surprisingly sustainable, and highly profitable business models conceived by an influential educated and savvy person. Despite the interpersonal skills, I learned an enormous amount about sales trends, personnel, inventory and resource
management, advertising and legislation. The team, including almost all aspects of its management staff, is exemplary in its collaboration and communication and is structured in a way to breed support and community spirit. A generous swath of patients proved, at times, difficult to deal with. Some were clearly transient,
but quite amicably, others were clean-cut but unexpectedly aggressive. The skills of excellent people should be an absolute one. Luckily there is a security guard in their large boulder location, because some patrons can be quite unruly and as an entertaining retail facility, the crowd of uninformed tourists is absurd. Some
pieces of the Boulder City Code had a sense of ambiguity, but as I said, the owners and CEOs of Terrapin are exceptionally knowledgeable in terms of law and business and are extremely helpful in scheduling meetings and training. Excellent leadership, full altruistic, well-represented changes to the rules leads to an
organized chaos this review useful? Interesting place to work, certainly some learned a few things with my self-teaching. Think I'd ever go back, but not a good stepping stone. Was this review helpful? useful?
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